


A UNIQUE VENUE
A stunning waterfront location, award-winning events team and the uniquely 

flexible design of ACC Liverpool combine to give you the ultimate venue.

Liverpool's event campus features Europe's only interconnected arena, 

conference and exhibition centres, perfect for conferences, exhibitions and 

banquets. In addition, world-class facilities and cutting-edge design give you 

and your delegates the ideal space in this vibrant and inspirational city.







As the preferred venue decor supplier for Southeast Asian weddings, we bring an exquisite touch to the 

heart of your celebration. With a profound understanding of the cultural richness embedded in 

Southeast Asian traditions, our team seamlessly integrates artistic expressions with the unique charm of 

your venue. 

From vibrant floral arrangements to intricately designed elements, our decor transforms this iconic 

venue into a Southeast Asian wonderland, offering an unforgettable backdrop for your special day. 

Trust Golden Events to weave the cultural tapestry of Southeast Asia into the very fabric of your wedding.



Here at Sunny Jagpal Entertainments we pride ourselves at our attention to 

detail, knowing what our clients want and what music their guests will enjoy, 

using only state of the art industry standard equipment, we guarantee not 

only our clients will be amazed but their guests will be too. 

Sunny Jagpal provides the highest level of professionalism and glamorous 

presentation packages for weddings, corporate, club, indoor & outdoor 

events, product launches and dinner and dance evenings to name a few. We 

offer the same attention to detail no matter how extravagant or intimate the 

celebration. 

With over 15 years of professional award winning experience and over 500+ events entertaining crowds 

in the Asian wedding circuit alone Sunny Jagpal is about everything new & now, with his incredibly fast 

mixing abilities combining traditional and modern to fill the ever changing dynamic of Asian weddings. 



You will be allocated a Logistics Event Manager who will help with the planning 

of your event to make sure your day runs smoothly without any hitches.  The 

primary role of the Event Manager is to plan and manage the event logistics, 

however they can also advise on suppliers and additional services if required.

     Produce floor plans, event schedule and delivery 

schedule for the day

     Manage all communication with the venue manager in 

the lead up to and on the event day

     Arrange layout of furniture ahead of the event and 

manage all furniture requirements on the event day

     Make sure all suppliers are adhering to venue 

regulations and health & safety requirements

     Act as venue point of contact for both client and 

suppliers on the event day

     Arrange stewards to meet guests and assist with 

way-finding around the venue

     Manage logistics on the event day

     Manage breakdown of suppliers

     Arrange car park attendant to manage car parking

     Make sure the venue is kept clean through out the event 

and post event







KING'S DOCK, 
PORT OF LIVERPOOL, 
KINGS DOCK ST, 
LIVERPOOL L3 4FP



We have designated a scope of great and experienced expert cooking organizations 

to convey the best quality food and administration for all its South Asian occasions 

and weddings, offering a scope of bundles to address your issues and financial plan.

**Catering can only be provided by an approved caterer who is audited**
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